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Senior wrestler takes 2nd at Open

BY BRIEF FOSTER

When coaches and fans measure an athlete’s career, they often look back on the athletic moment that was either the highlight or the lowlight. That might be the case for Rob Nahlik this season.

Senior wrestler

In its third year, Nahlik's matches have been decided by a tiebreaker or penalty points. He beat a record of 3-1 in 2 matches.

The senior from Chesilhurst, Mo., finished 3-1 at the Central Missouri Open. He won his 13 matches this season.

He’s 13-4 on the year right now. He’s been an exciting turnaround to his season. He’s improving a lot on his defense. He’s got to keep getting better defensively.

He’s got a real solid 125-pound wrestler for the team to have to start off the duals and tournaments.

His matches have been decided by a tiebreaker or penalty points. He beat a record of 3-1 in 2 matches.

Athlete of the Week

Year: Senior

Hometown: Chesterfield, Mo.

Nahlik finished second in the 125-pound weight class at Saturday’s Central Missouri Open. The senior was 3-1 and lost in the championship match to Troy Dolan of the University of Missouri-Columbia, who wrestled unattached.

Nahlik has a 13-4 record this season and has won seven of his last eight matches.
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